Recruitment

Golf Inns Ltd
Belmont Lodge & Golf Course
Applications are invited for the position of

**FIRST ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER**

Belmont Lodge & Golf Course with its 18 Hole Parkland Course, 30 Bedroomed Lodge and other leisure facilities is renowned in the West Midlands for its hospitality and friendliness.

The position, reporting directly to the Head Greenkeeper, will ideally suit an experienced Greenkeeper, with PA 1, 2 and 6 and other recognised qualifications, now wishing to progress their career up the greenkeeping ladder.

Applications in writing with full CV should be addressed to:

Alan Carver – Executive Manager
Belmont Lodge & Golf Course
Belmont, Hereford HR2 9SA

(Golf Inns Ltd are working towards achieving equal opportunity status)

---

THE KURPFALZ AG GOLF COURSE

in Germany requires three trained and qualified Greenkeepers for our 27 hole Golf Course and driving range/Golfodrom during the main season (8 months from March until October 1998). Successful teamwork and a positive attitude will also guarantee for future requirements.

Applicants will be experienced in all aspects of greenkeeping with appropriate qualifications, having practical knowledge of modern machinery and handyman abilities.

Accommodation is available.

Applications in writing including a current CV and salary expectation to:

Golfplatz Kurpfalz AG, Birkenweg, 67117 Limburgerhof, Germany

---

**Experienced & Qualified Greenkeeper**

for an 18-hole course, situated west of London.

The successful candidate will be self-motivated, have a good working knowledge of the maintenance of a parkland course together with experience of irrigation, machine maintenance and preferably hold PA1 and PA2 Certificate.

No Accommodation.

Please apply in writing with current C.V. to

The Secretary/Manager,
Wyke Green Golf Club (1996) Ltd.,
Syon Lane, Isleworth, Middlesex. TW7 5PT.

---

Woodbury Park
GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

**ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER**

Woodbury Park is a privately owned high class golf and leisure complex with two golf courses, 18 hole championship Oaks and 9 hole Acorns.

Applications are sought from highly motivated individuals who are able to work within a team environment to assist the Course Manager in the maintenance of both courses at their present high standards.

Applicants must have a minimum of 2 years Greenkeeping experience and have appropriate qualifications to NVQ level 2 or above. Spraying qualifications PA1, PA2 and PA6a, would also be an advantage.

Please apply in writing by March 20, 1998, enclosing an up-to-date CV to;

Mr Jeff Mills, Course Manager,
Woodbury Park Golf & Country Club,
Woodbury Castle, Woodbury, Exeter, EX3 1JJ
FIELD SERVICE TECHNICIAN

We have a vacancy for a Service Technician with knowledge in Professional & Domestic Garden Machinery.

The successful applicant must be a good team player and have a clean driving licence. Company van supplied.

Apply with full CV to:
Mr PT Williams, Ernest Doe & Sons Limited
Whempstead Road, Benington,
Stevenage, Herts, SG2 7BZ

STOURBRIDGE GOLF CLUB LTD

Vacancy for
DEPUTY HEAD GREENKEEPER/ FIRST ASSISTANT

Must have relevant qualifications for post and practical experience.

Must be conversant with modern machinery and computerised irrigations systems.

Apply in writing with CV to:
Mrs M. A. Betts, Secretary,
Stourbridge Golf Club Ltd, Worcester Lane,
Pedmore, Stourbridge, DY8 2RB

Muswell Hill Golf Club

TRAINEE GREENKEEPER

required for Muswell Hill Golf Club, situated 7 miles from central London.

18 hole course established in 1893.

Good training and prospects are offered.

Salary c£8,000 per annum.

Applications forms from The Secretary on 0181 888 1764

Three Rivers District Council

INVITATION TO TENDER SELECT LIST OF CONTRACTORS

Construction of a Golf Academy and improvements to the 18 hole and Par 3 Courses

Applications are invited from suitably experienced contractors wishing to be considered for inclusion in the select list for the above project. It is currently anticipated that the contract will be let during the late summer with work commencing by the 1st October 1998.

The Contractor will need to be able to demonstrate that they have previous experience of this type of project. The scheme will be a Sports Council Lottery Funded one and will include the construction of new greens, bunkers, and fairways as well as the associated earth works, landscaping, tree planting etc. The Contractor should also be a member of the British Association of Golf Course Constructors, or a similar professional body.

Contractors wishing to be considered for inclusion in the select list are required to complete a questionnaire which can be obtained from:

Director of Planning and Leisure, fao Mr J Wellman Contract Monitoring Officer,
Three Rivers House, Northway, Rickmansworth, Herts, WD3 1BP. Tel 01923 776611 ext 1395

Completed questionnaires must be returned by the 1st May 1998

GATTON MANOR HOTEL, GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB

Invite applications for the position of
Qualified Assistant Greenkeeper

To join the existing hard working team at the busy 18 hole members club.

The successful applicant will have the following qualifications:

City and Guilds Phase 1 and 2 / NVQ equivalent, PA1 and PA2A spraying certificates, A minimum of 5 years experience.

The ability to self motivate and work successfully within a team is essential.

Apply in writing with current CV to:-
John Davidson, Course Manager, Gatton Manor Hotel, Golf and Country Club, Standon Lane, Ockley, Nr Dorking, Surrey, RH5 5PQ

Stratford Oaks Golf Club requires

2 ASSISTANT GREENKEEPERS

Applications are invited for these two new positions which have been created as part of a major upgrading programme for the course.

The successful candidates should have a minimum of two years experience in all aspects of golf course maintenance.

Qualifications preferable but not essential.

Apply in writing with full CV to:
Golf Course Manager, Stratford Oaks Golf Club
Bearley Rd, Snitterfield, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0EZ

Caldy Golf Club

We require an
ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

The successful applicant will have the following qualifications:

Phase 1 and 2 NVQ equivalent, PA1 and PA2a spraying certificate, three years greenkeeping experience, ability to show initiative and work effectively within a young team.

Apply in writing with full CV to:
Ian Farrall, Head Greenkeeper
Caldy Golf Club, Links Hey Road, Caldy, Wirral, Merseyside, L48 1NB

Three Rivers District Council

INVITATION TO TENDER SELECT LIST OF CONTRACTORS

Construction of a Golf Academy and improvements to the 18 hole and Par 3 Courses

Applications are invited from suitably experienced contractors wishing to be considered for inclusion in the select list for the above project. It is currently anticipated that the contract will be let during the late summer with work commencing by the 1st October 1998.

The Contractor will need to be able to demonstrate that they have previous experience of this type of project. The scheme will be a Sports Council Lottery Funded one and will include the construction of new greens, bunkers, and fairways as well as the associated earth works, landscaping, tree planting etc. The Contractor should also be a member of the British Association of Golf Course Constructors, or a similar professional body.

Contractors wishing to be considered for inclusion in the select list are required to complete a questionnaire which can be obtained from:

Director of Planning and Leisure, fao Mr J Wellman Contract Monitoring Officer,
Three Rivers House, Northway, Rickmansworth, Herts, WD3 1BP. Tel 01923 776611 ext 1395

Completed questionnaires must be returned by the 1st May 1998

COVENTRY HEARSALL GOLF CLUB

18 Hole Golf Course

Invites applications for the position of
First Assistant Greenkeeper

The successful applicant will be qualified to NVQ 3 or equivalent, Possessing PA1, 2a and 6 spraying Certificates. With a sound knowledge of machinery and maintenance practices. Golfer preferred. No accommodation. Salary Negotiable.

Apply in writing with C. V. to:
The Secretary, Mrs M. E. Hudson, Coventry Hearsall Golf Club, Beechwood Avenue, Coventry CV3 6DF
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The revolutionary new concept in professional turf management

ENVIGRO™
THE HUMUS RICH ORGANIC FERTILISER

ENVIGRO is the new organic fertiliser produced by the rapid composting of nitrogen-rich manures and other organic materials. ENVIGRO can be used when seeding areas of very poor soil such as shale, and sand, so avoiding the need to bring in topsoil. A fine grade of ENVIGRO is produced specifically for use on established turf on professional sports grounds.

A TYPICAL ANALYSIS
N-3.5%   P-2.1%   K-3.4%
Organic matter 95%

TRACE ELEMENTS (PPM)
occuring naturally
Mg-140   Zn-175   Mo-1.5   B-8.0   Cu-80

MICROBIAL CONTENT
Very large numbers of microorganisms are present (more than 1,000,000,000 per gm of fertiliser)

ADVANTAGES OF ENVIGRO
High humus, good water retention, no artificial chemicals, high microbial content, need only apply every 6 months, free-flowing, slow release, easy to use, available in various screen sizes, fantastic value.

GROWING TRIALS PROVE THAT TURF TREATED WITH ENVIGRO OUT PERFORMS THE REST
Enhanced root development increases natural water uptake and binds loose soil, producing a more stable playing surface. Lush growth appears ready for cutting within 3 weeks after seeding.

ROOT SYSTEM GROWN IN SOIL
ROOT SYSTEM GROWN IN SOIL: ENVIGRO 5:1

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL FREEPHONE:
0800 7313831
NOW AND SEE THE RESULTS IN 2 WEEKS

For further information contact: TEG ENVIRONMENTAL plc, Crescent House, Sandy Lane, Leyland, Lancashire, PR5 1EB or FAX: 01257 234182
WE ASKED OUR CUSTOMERS WHAT THEIR IDEAL TURF MAINTENANCE SYSTEM WOULD LOOK LIKE.

HERE IT IS.
(And you won’t believe the price!)

The NEW SISIS 21-1D

---

SISIS EQUIPMENT (Macclesfield) LTD, Hurdsfield, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 2LZ
Tel. 01625 503030 Fax. 427426 Spares Hotline 01625 503020 e-mail SISIS@sectec.org

SISIS Centre in Scotland: The Roundel, Middlefield Ind.Est. Falkirk, FK2 9HG Tel. 01324 629635 Fax. 632894

SISIS Centre in USA: SISIS INC., Florida
Sandy McDivot, Head Greenkeeper at Sludgecombe Pay and Play, outlines some of his thoughts on Golf Course Design in...

**Better by design**

When it comes to golf course design it is difficult to say what type of player should be rewarded and what type punished. Should the course favour the long hitter or merely the more accurate among us? Or should it be a requirement to punish the golfer who can do neither. The general consensus would appear to be to reward the golfer who thinks but punish the more heavy handed. To lead one into temptation while at the same time allowing an escape route for the weaker hitter. The game then becomes an exercise promoting the human qualities of self denial and courage while teaching us humility and the art of careful thought.

I recently had the very great pleasure of attending a BIGGA regional course on course design and construction. This was an excellent course so we the students were taken into the world of the golf course architect and learnt some of the subtleties, and artistic touches that they use to reward the thinker while at the same time punishing the more wayward among us. A strategically placed fairway bunker leaves itself open to such bullying tactics is not a good or well designed one, but as we can all recall this is exactly what happened to the classically designed Augusta national last year. Even the holiest turf of St Andrews came in for this demolition treatment at the hands of John Daly a couple of years ago. St Andrews is a very strategic course in that the accurately placed tee shot that skirts the out of bounds on the right hand side opens up the green for the second. The safe option of going left from the tee allows a longer shot over obstacles and so a penalty is taken. However at the hands of big John, it was a case of hitting everything half mile forward and a quarter of a mile left into the vast expanse of adjacent fairway. A short iron with 3000 rpm of backspin from there over any intervening pot bunker, and the target was never in any shape to defend itself.

Now this is obviously golf that is not exactly taxing on the brain but there is one hole at the home of golf that although not being aesthetically pleasing to the eye due to the fact that the tee shot is played over a hotel that owes its design influence to heavy rough it is however one of the most strategic in golf. That hole of course is the 17th or Road Hole. Perhaps not surprisingly it is about the only hole at the venerable links with trouble in the form of heavy rough on the left. Then with the infamous Road Hole bunker guarding the front and left of the green and purgatory beyond the shallow putting surface it becomes the most classic of risk and reward holes. The closer one can hit the tee shot to the out of bounds and rooms on the fourth floor of the hotel, the easier the approach to the green. Take the safe option left from the tee and one is left with 180 yards of carry out of heavy rough over one of the world's toughest bunkers with about two foot of landing area beyond. Now this is a hole that gets a man thinking.

**A short iron with 3000 rpm of backspin, and the target was never in any shape to defend itself.**

Personally such a hole would not affect my particular brand of golf as it would on this hole involve several involuntary lashes followed by a desperate search and so once again the subtleties of this classic risk and reward hole would go some distance over my head, but in the hands of anyone that has some control over the balls final destination, its a different matter. So how can the course designer and, perhaps more pertinently, we the greenkeepers help in promoting strategic thinking from the golfer, what ever his abilities or lack of them. Well, at the above mentioned course I remember the tutors, the renowned course architects Simon Gilman and Howard Swan saying how in the old days the game was much more strategic due to the fact that the old 1.62 inch ball which everyone used was difficult to elevate and difficult to stop on the putting surface. Add the modern balata covers, square grooves, greens that are watered automatically and rough that can be cut more than about three times a year or what ever was the norm in those days and any incompetent can fly greensides. A short shot of 250 yards might be a long approach shot that has to land short and run onto the green has become obsolete for the golfer noting the importance of tee shot placement.

Now I have been playing this game for a sufficient length of time to remember courses that had significantly steeper putting surface than the parched greens were regularly rolled. This created a surface with the texture of brick and the speed of lino so it became normal practice for golfers to purposely slow the ball down and score the cover of a golf ball in an effort to stop it from continually rolling off the putting surface after any momentum had been imparted. I don't necessarily advocating a return to those bad old days but maybe we greenkeepers could attempt to firm up our greens while at the same time trying to keep our jobs reasonably long term. Or perhaps fairways could be shaped a little with the original design concept in mind or maybe a tee could be re-sited as part of a rebuilding programme so as the green becomes slightly offset and thereby putting a greater emphasis on tee shot placement. Just the simple, albeit controversial placement of a small bunker in the middle of a fairway at about driving distance could have an amazing influence on the tee shot of an otherwise plain hole. Instead of an aimless thrust down the middle the golfer would be forced to think, do I go left or right of the bunker and if so which alternative leaves me with the best line to in the flag. Or should I lay up or even have a go at carrying it. In short, to try and create the type of hole so epitomised by the 17th at St Andrews.

Far be it for me a poor Head Greenkeeper to give advice to all you out there, but maybe we could try and introduce back into the game as much as has been lost over the years. Who knows, maybe one day your members might even thank you for it.
One of the highlights of my visit to the GCSAA International Golf Course Conference and Show in Anaheim was the refreshing comments on course construction and maintenance, along with the fact that in some ways greenkeeper education in the USA is behind that in Britain.

US PGA Tour veteran Peter Jacobsen in his keynote speech made it clear why in his opinion the American Ryder Cup team keep getting stuffed - his words not mine - by the Europeans. It's because in America they build courses that water and hazards, returning to the air so that the ball stops dead as soon as it lands they would have made it like a bean bag.

He then turned his attention to design and maintenance with a call to build simpler courses with less undulations which make putting almost impossible, and he called Augusta a joke, something the club golfer would do well to remember. Then he referred to over watering, which happens all too often, as a waste of money and goodwill. It certainly made a change to hear a top Tour player saying what we have been saying for years.

On education, the BIGGA stand had a steady stream of Superintendents wanting to take up our Master Greenkeeper Certificate saying it is a step up from the top level of certification available in the United States. In Canada a media release on national validation process is down the same lines as our NVQ and SNVQ. Also Australia are looking at the same sort of system for their greenkeepers. So when you look back over the week it was a big plus for BIGGA, our education and traditional British greenkeeping. How this week would have pleased my old friend Jim Arthur, had he been there, just to know all his practical advice over half a century has stood the test of time, and now coming into fashion even on the other side of the pond. I just had to give him a call on my return.

The only damper on our time in Los Angeles was the rain. We were supposed to leave all that - behind, instead it was much wetter there than at home, but at least the worst of the rain fell at night or when we were in the show, which was quite lucky because many on the trip were without waterproofs. Talking about clothing I only wish more of our members took the same pride as the Americans in wearing their Association merchandise. There was a large warehouse full of clothing with the GCSAA logo and name on. It was almost sold out after the three days. I know some will say "Yes, but the Americans get far more money than we do" That is not true. The average pay packet in the States is, in fact, very little more than in the UK. Sure, some of the top men earn more but they are in a minority. No, the reason is all down to pride, which is a pity when you consider what we get for our money and goodwill. I doubt there is a single greenkeeper in the UK who can honestly say that BIGGA has done nothing for them.

Just stop and consider our profile, wages, and the opportunities available in education and comradeship, not to mention help lines, insurance and golf. Yes, we should all be proud of BIGGA. Even the hardest critics of five or 10 years ago must now give credit, even if grudgingly, to the Association's success. I believe we should all take a leaf out of the Americans book and instead of saying what's in it for me, we should be saying what can we do to help and at the same time help ourselves.

On the golf course greenkeepers will all be busy preparing for the coming season, taking every day opportunity to get as much mechanical work done as possible and finishing off their winter work programmes. This is the time of year I miss the practical side of greenkeeping more than any other. It always seemed to give me renewed interest and motivation for the year ahead. I must admit however, I have got used to getting out of bed a little later these days, but after 49 years working on golf courses you do tend to miss the satisfaction derived from preparing for the coming season.

Before you all start feeling sorry for me, I can assure you I am enjoying retirement and being your Chairman.
Tough on turf disease

- Rapid contact action.
- Immediately effective against a wide range of turf diseases including Fusarium patch, Red thread, and Dollar spot.
- Will not scorch or damage turf.
- Unique rainfast formulation allows application all year round but especially useful during the cooler months.
- Available in 1 litre and new 5 litre containers.
- The No 1. choice for turf professionals for over 11 years.

NOW AVAILABLE IN 5L CANS

Rovral Green

A CONTACT-ACTING BROAD SPECTRUM FUNGICIDE FOR TURF

Tender on turf

Rhône-Poulenc Amenity, Fyfield Road, Ongar, Essex CM5 9AW. Telephone 01277 301114 Fax 01277 301119.

ROVRAL GREEN CONTAINS IPRODIONE. READ THE LABEL BEFORE YOU BUY. USE PESTICIDES SAFELY (MAFF 05702)